II. 6. Why did the king cut off the wings of the falcon?

A) The king filled the cup with the liquid and placed it before the thirsty falcon. But the falcon upset it. He then again repeated the action but again the falcon upset it with her talons. The king was annoyed at the strange behaviour of the falcon. Next time, he filled the cup with the dripping liquid and placed it in front of his horse. However, annoyingly enough, the falcon hastily upset it again. The king became furious and en’ his fury. He took his sword and chopped off the wings of the falcon.

7. What did the falcon indicate to the king?

A) The falcon indicated to the king to look up by raising her head. The king’s eyes followed the falcon. He saw a poisonous vipers lying up above the tree. The liquid, which
he mistook as water, was nothing else but draping drops of the snakes poison.

8. How did the king’s men trap the gazelle?

A) The king’s men formed a circular shroud of the net intended for the prey. Soon a gazelle was trapped within the area covered by the net. The net was then lifted by the troop from all the sedis. Gradually they began narrowing the net circle to trap the gazelle.